A very ticklish business is the pursuit of the antiproton, the antineutron, the neutrino, and the meson. One has to learn what makes them and how they live and die; what they are like--charge, mass, spin, magnetic moment, etc (the nuclear scientist's equivalents of color, song, habitat, and mating habits)--and what they do to other particles and ma-
terials that get in the way. Some of them live for only a few microseconds and some predicted ones haven't even been found yet. They require powerful magnets to guide them, and some require billions of electron volts for creation. This means that voltages, magnetic forces, vacua, and energies have to be pushed higher and ever higher. This, in turn, requires ever more and more specialized nonmetallic s for electric isolation, radiation detection, and containment. The Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley presently boasts the highestenergy accelerator in the free world, the Bevatron. Also our old giant cyclotron is about to go back into operation after being rebuilt for greatly increased energy and efficiency .. Many different kinds of nuclear particles have been produced, accelerated, transmuted, and studied in these and other accelerators here. The press recently announced the finding of the antiproton and antineutron, particles of matter created out of pure energy in experiments with the Bevatron.
A very ticklish business is this pursuit of the antiproton and the Thari;¥-~::.to the genius of the chemical and plastics industries and s·6me adroit i~$:iications by ingenious nuclear design and materials en--;' .. gineers, soluti6ns have been found to some of the knottiest of these problems.
One of these problems is the focusing of the beam in a particle accelerator. Particles to be accelerated usually begin their journey by being ionized or stripped of electrons in what is known as an ion source or injector, which operates in the range of several hundred thousand volts.
As the particles start on their journey toward the accelerating zone, their stream must be focused into a narrow beam. Figure 1 shows an electrostatic focusing lens consisting of two 6-in. -diameter cast epoxy insulating rings and a center metallic electrode, all cemented together with epoxy cement. This assembly must hold a high vacuum on the inside, and the plastic rings must withstand a voltage of 30,000 volts across their l-inch width. Figure 2 shows· the parts before assembly.
Ion sources and other pieces of apparatus frequently contain electronic tubes with heater filaments that operate at a high voltage above ground. The transformer coil that powers the filament must be insulated for this high voltage. Figure 3 shows the secondary coil of such a highvoltage filament transformer deeply imbedded in an epoxy casting. Figure   4 shows the transformer after completion.
The termination of a cable that operates at high voltage is a problem because of the high gradients encountered when the conductor emerges from its insulating sheath. Figure 5 shows a clear epoxy casting designed and built to distribute and withstand these gradients when used with a cable operating at 235,000 volts de. Figure 6 shows an epoxy casting whose dielectric constant has been adjusted by addition of glass bead filler for use with a cable operating at a half million volts de.
We are repeatedly faced with the problem of carrying electrical circuits through the walls of vacuum vessels operating at pressures around 5 x 10-6 mm of mercury or less. This requires bushings that .
are vacuum tight , do not outgas , and will withstand high v oltage , and frequently requires that they have high mechanical strength as well. when it is q uickly energized by a n e x ternal source of current it must rotate through 90° to align itself wit h the field, thus drivi ng the target into the accelerated beam . These co ils were constructed on a form machined from acrylic plastic . After the co i l was wound , it w as tightly taped with a glass cloth tape , which was then saturated with an epox y resin and cured.
The coil was then filled with epox y res i n by means of a v eter i na r ian's syringe , after which i t was cured and r eady for us e.
Our kind of operation requires magnets of every conceiv able si z e , shape , and description . Some of these are u sed for the purpose of focusing a beam of particles , keeping it in "the straight and n arrow path . " Figure 12 shows a set of coils form i ng a quadropole focusing magnet. These coils are wound of s q uare copper condu ctor with a hole in its center for water cooling . The condu ctor has cotton sleeving slipped over it , and is then dip-impregnated in vacuum with epox y resin . These coils are for use inside a linear accelerator at high vac u um . Figure 1 3 shows the internal construction of coils similar to the focusing coils .
The very high space factor obtained is evident. Figure 14 shows a coil constructed in the same manner of water -cooled ' s q uare copper conductor, this time for a 60 -inch-long m a gnet . This one was fiT st cocooned by wrapp i ng with ·glass tape and coati ng with epoxy res i n , .and then was filled by vacuum-pumping one end and pressure-injecting the resin at the other end . Even the lowly sandbag is a useful device when it becomes necessary to shield personnel from low-energy radiations emanating from piping . Figure 17 shows a sandbag containing wet sand , and made of heavy-gage polyethylene film sealed with a hot-air gun. alized model of a contai ner built for this purpose . It i s constr ucted so that as the liquid evaporates , the cold hydrogen gas passes o u t the top of the inner container , down between the walls of the inner and o u ter containers, and out through the hole at the bottom . This blanket of cold hydrogen gas reduces considerably the heat reaching t he i nner container from the walls of the outer container . Containers of this type are presently made of expanded styrene , and we are studying the possibility of using some of the " foam in place" polyurethanes for this purpose . The large-scale detection and counting of radiations lS a problem unavoidably as sociat"ed with large-scale nuclear research . A material that lends itself most admirably to accomplishing this pu.rpose is the plastic fluor , or scintillator , which emits visible light under the influenc e of radiation . As the magnitude of this problem increased , i t became necessary to develop a techniq ue for producing these fluors in ever larger and more massive blocks . Figure 22 shows a block of this material alongside a glass bottle that is us e d as a mold . The manufacture begins with styrene monomer, to which is added an "activator" which is 2 to 3%
by weight, and a "shifter" which is approximately 0 . 03% by weight. This material is poured into the bottle, which is then placed in an oil bath, heated by means of steam coils. The activator and shifter d i ssolve in the styrene , . which is then polymerized by a very carefully controlled elevated temperature. After polymerization, the bottles are removed from the oil bath and quickly incased in a heavy mass of fiberglass insulating material.
They are allowed thus to cool slowly for several days, after which the bottle mold is broken and the plastic ingot is ready for machining. Figure   23 is a close-up view of one of thesepolystyr e ne fluors after machining. Figure 24 shows a recently constructed mold, which is much larger, and has a slig ht draft so that the ingot can be removed by sliding out one end. A section sliced from one of the ingots made from this large mold is shown in Fig . 25 .
For actual use , this fluor material is fabricated and shaped in a variety of ways. One technique involves pressing out slugs of this material to form wide, flat sheets. Figure 2 6 shows on the right a slice from one of the ingots, ready for pressing. To its left is shown the same material after it has been pressed out by the a pplication of gentle heat and pressure into a sheet 12 in . square by 0. 25 in . thick. Figure 27 shows an assembly that utilizes a number of these sheets. ing epoxy resin at other end. 
